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Welcome
Welcome to our FireCraft

brochure, where you will find timeless

designs for every style of room in all

types of homes.

If you want to be inspired by the new

season trends, or want to understand

how to choose your new look, our

brochure is your creative guide to

achieving your perfect fireplace.

There is a lot to love about fireplaces.

We hope we’ve captured it for you here.
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Here at FireCraft our passionate

team aims to make the journey of

finding your dream fireplace as

enjoyable and stress free as possible.

Please find the possible journey you

might take over the next few pages.
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Find your local retailer 
go to firecraft.co.uk

Choose your design 
to suit the style of your room

Measure up
to fit your space 

(we make to measure)

Manufacture & deliver 
and the rest is easy

5-step process...

...create your dream fireplace

Be inspired 
by our retailers, 

brochure or website
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FireCraft is a well-known and

established manufacturer with a solid

reputation throughout the UK fireplace

industry. We have selected retailers that

are as passionate about fireplaces as we

are; caring more about quality than

quantity, sharing FireCraft’s core values.

From help with design options, to

installation, our Firecraft specialists 

are on hand with expert information.

Find Your Local Retailer...

...go to firecraft.co.uk
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...by our retailers, brochure or website

Be Inspired...

Whether your home is

contemporary or traditional, a

FireCraft retailer can offer

suggestions and fine-tune your ideas

with a range of products suited to

your needs.

There’s lots to love about FireCraft

fireplaces. Our collection has timeless

designs as well as the latest trends to

inspire you and fulfil your aspirations.
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...to suit the style of your room

Choose Your Design...

Your retailer will be able to help

and advise you on the wide range of

fireplace designs.

If you are unable to reach a local

retailer and are in need of advice, you

can send us some information about

your room, along with a photograph, 

and someone from our talented team 

of experts will help you achieve the

perfect look.
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...to fit your space (we make to measure)
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Measure Up...

We understand that it is really

important to get the right look for

your home. 

That’s why we make our fireplaces 

to any size or style, or even totally

bespoke. Our made-to-measure service

ensures your dream fireplace is

designed and built to your individual

needs. 
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...and the rest is easy
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Manufacture & Deliver...

Talented designers, traditional stonemason skills and precise

craftsmanship produce unique fireplaces from our dedicated factory 

in Leicestershire. 

Established as the UK’s foremost fireplace manufacturer, producing

unique, beautiful, traditional and contemporary designs using stones 

that mellow with age, we are constantly pushing the boundaries of 

what is possible in your home. We have over 35 years’ experience

creating, constantly evolving and producing new designs for that

finishing touch in your home.
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Need Help?
Send a photo of your room
& furniture and we’ll try to
help you find your dream

Fireplace. Just go to
firecraft.co.uk
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Timeless designs
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There’s lots to love about

FireCraft fireplaces. Our collection

has timeless designs as well as the

latest trends to inspire you and 

fulfil your aspirations.

We understand that it’s really

important to get the right look 

for your home. That is why we

make our fireplaces to any size 

or style, or even totally bespoke.

Azul Crème Argell Diamanté
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...any stone

Any fireplace...

FireCraft! Fireplaces for your forever home
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Beautifully Crafted
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Our designers and stonemasons constantly push the

boundaries of what is possible in your home producing

beautifully crafted fireplaces using Natural Stones that

mellow with age. 

Natural Stone is a blend of elegance, durability and

style direct from Mother Nature. It is most appreciated

for its timeless qualities.

The distinctive beauty of Natural Stone can add

elegance to your home. Its true beauty is unique, 

with a wonderful array of colours, tones, textures 

and beautiful patterns, varying from surface to surface,

making each fireplace unique. The earth itself is the

best manufacturer for materials that are as stunning 

as they are durable.

At our showroom, you can choose from a large range of

Natural Stone, and we believe to appreciate it’s beauty

it is a must that you come and see it for yourselves.

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the natural stone. However, customers are advised to see actual samples at an authorized
FireCraft stockist. FireCraft reserve the right to change specifications or withdraw products featured without prior notice.
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FOR MORE 
DESIGNS GO TO

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION
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Its 5kW power output ensures that your whole house

will feel the soothing warmth of the fire once lit, with

the 80% efficiency helping you get the most out of

your fuel.

The FC50 is DEFRA approved and therefore you can

have your dream fire wherever you are situated within

the UK.

The FC50 is the first stove to be made and

manufactured by FireCraft; with its revolutionary 

yet simplistic design it offers a brand new feeling 

and look to stoves.

This high-tech top-of-the range masterpiece uses the

latest air wash system and with customisability it has

the potential to find a home in any style of décor.

NEW 
FROM FIRECRAFT StoveFC50
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VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE

TO FIND YOUR 
LOCAL EXPERT

World of
We have 

a network of retailers 
located across the UK.

FireCraft is a well-known and
established manufacturer with a
solid reputation throughout
the UK fireplace industry. 

TEL: 0116 269 7030   FAX: 016 269 7031 
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1159 Melton Road, Syston, Leicester LE7 2JS  Tel: 0116 269 7030  Fax: 0116 269 7031

Email: info@firecraft.co.uk  www.firecraft.co.uk

Thank you for giving us the

opportunity to introduce you to the

world of FireCraft.

We hope that we have inspired you a

little. We understand the investment

you are making and the importance 

of choosing the finest fireplace for your

home.

We hope this brochure has helped you

along the way; but feel free to ask your

local retailer, or contact us directly, for

more advice. 

The final word...


